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Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II - Suite 3100
101 Marietta Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Mr. O' Reil'.f:

(OFSICE'0F'~ItiSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN 80-06 - RII:JPOg 9, -260, -296 )

Enclosed is progress report number 4 for work related to IE Bulletin
80-06 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. This report reflects the
progress of work to date since our letter dated August 11, 1980,
from me to you. If you have any questions regarding this matter,
please get in touch with Jim Domer at FTS 857-2014.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

.,

. M. Mills, l' nager

Nuclear Regulation and Safety

Subscribed and sworn to before
me this /Oday of 1980.

k*
Notary Public

My Commission Expires h d d, N d

Enclosure
ec: Office of Inspection and Enforcement (Enclosure)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Reactor Operations Inspection
Washington, DC 20555 ;
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ENCLOSURE ,

IE BULLETIN 80-06
PROGRESS REPORT NO. 4

BR0k"!S FERRY ?!UCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1-3
(DOCKET NOS. 50-259, -260, -296)
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The systems that have been reviewed are the Primary Containment System, Reactore

Protection System, Residual Heat Removal System, Core Spray System, High

Pressure Coolant Injection System, and the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System.
'

The results at the drawing review for these systems are as follows:
A. Primary Containment Isolation System

With the exception of the Traversing Incore probe system these~ devices
remain in their emergency mode upon reset of an ESF signal. The
isolation valve associated with the probe tube can change state
on containment isolation reset if the system is in the-manual mode and
the drive mechanism is in forward drive.

The addition of a momentary reset switch with latching relay logic was found
necessary. The relay would unlatch on containment isolation, preventing
energizing of TIP withdrawal enable circuits. This will bring this component
into compliance with criteria established by OIE Bulletin 80-06. In the
interim continued operation of the plant is justified since the TIP system
is a closed system with no direct interface with the primary system. An
additional failure of the TIP tubing would be required to breach the containment
boundary.

The ESF signals originating from the primary contaiment isolation system
are tabulated below:

ESF Signal Device Number

Reactor Low-Low Water Level 2-3-57A, B, 2-3-58A, B
Reactor Low Water Level 2-3-101 A, B, C, and D
Main Steam Line High Rad 17-251A, B, C, and D
Main Steam Line Tunnel Leak 2-121A, B, C, and D

2-122A, B, C, and D
~

2-123A, B, C, and D
2-124A, B, C, and D .:-

Main Steam Line Diff Press . 2-ll6A, B, C, and D'
' 2-ll7A, B, C, and D

2-110A, B, C, and D
2-119A, B, C, and D

Low Steam Line Press 2-134A, B C, and D
Drywell High Press 5-12A, B, C, and D
Reactor Press' Above Shtd, Range 2-128A and B
Floor Drain High Temp 12-BlA, B, C, and D

12-B2A, B, C, and D
12-B3A B, C, and D

Reactor Zone Vent'Exh Rad Trip 17-452A, B
Refuel Zone Vent Exh Rad Trip 17-458A, B
High Temp Following Non-Regen '12-99

.

Ht Exchgr

B. Reactor Protection System .
. -

- The ESF signals originating from the rea.ctor protection _ system are~

' tabulated below:
- ~ - - - -

# ESF Sional Device Number : E

Drywe'll High Pressure 5-12A, B, C, and D
.
~ '

.

Reactar Vessel High Pressure 2-3-55A, B, C, and D :

Reactor Vessel Low Water Level 2-3-101A, B, C, and D
Main Steam Line High Rad 17-251 A, B, C, and D

.
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The ESF signals identified from our schemitics as originating from the
- reactor protection system have been verified in response to IE Bulletin

80-06. The devices actuated by these signals do not remain in their
emergency position upoa reset of. an ESF actuation signal.

To reset an ESF signal, the operator-Inust actuate three control switches.
When these switches are in the proper position, a group of devices will
return to their nonnal position. These group resets are tabulated below:

*

Reset Switch and position Devices that Reset

SA-S1 (Refuel or Shtdn
SA-54 (Bypass position) position),

_ Groups 2 and 3 pilot scram
,solenoids for systems A and

5A-SS (Reset group 2/3 position) E'(92 total valves).
Scram 51scharge volume vent
and drain pilot valve for
systems A and B (2 valves).

i

Backup scram valve for
systems A and B (2 valves).

Upon receipt of an ESF signal, the solenoids tabulated ' bove move from'theira
normal position causing the control rods to be rapidly inserted. These

-

- solenoids return to their normal position upon reset of the ESF signal;
the control rods remain in their inserted position. Withdrawal of the
control rods requires operator action on the reactor manual controT system.

s

C. Residual Heat Removal System -

- The ESF signals originating from the RHR are tabulated below:

ESF Signal
"

_ Device Number.

Drywell High Pressure PS-10-101 A, B, C, and D-
,

5-12A, B C, and D
Reactor Vessel Low Water Level LIS-2-3-72A and -79A

*

2-3-101A, B, C, and D
Reactte Pressure Low PS-2-3-52A, B, C, and D

2-128A

The ESF signals identified from our schematics as originating'Of all thefrom the
RHR have been verified in response to IE Bulletin No. 80-06.
devices checked for this syste.n,15ere are two valves which can change

.

position upon the reset of an ESF signal.- These two valves are 10-25A
(FCV-74-53) and 10-25B (FCV-74-67).

-

.

,

|

Valve 10-25B will open upon receipt of high drywell pressure and low
. reactor pressure or reactor. low water level if valves 10-17 (FCV-74-47)
and,10-18 (FCV-74-48) are fully closed. If valves 10-17 and 10-18 are
not fully closed, valve 10-25B is not allowed to open and a close signal '

is sent to valves 10-17 and 10-18. Once valves 10-17 and 10-18 close.
' actuating reset switch 10A-532A will cause valve 10-25B tq- open.

'

Thelogic is similar ft.r valve 10-25A. ~

:
i . .
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We have determined that these devices changing state does not constitute
a safety problem.

.

D. Core Spray System

The ESF signals originating from the core spray system'are tabulatedbelow:

ESF Signal.
. .

.

_ Device Number

Dry well High Pressure PS-2-10-101 A, B, C, and D
Reactor Vessel Low Water Level LIS-2-3-72A, B 'and 79A, B

;

Reactor Pressure Low PS-2-3-52A, B, C, and D :

The ESF signals identified from~ our schema' tics' as originatingfrom the
core spray system have been verified in response to IE Bulletin No. 80-06.

Under certain conditions, the core spray pumps can change state upon the .reset of an ESF signal. If the unit 1 pumps have started due to an
accident signal and are on diesel power, the IB and ID pumps will be
tripped off if a unit 2 accident signal is received. If the unit 2

-

accident signal is reset and the unit 1 accident signal is still present, ,
the 1B and ID pumps will automatically restart. Unit 2 is similar forpumps 2A and 2C.

.

The RHR pumps IC,1D, and 2A, 2B operate similarly to the core spray
pumps for opposite unit accident signals as described above.

We have determined that these dev'ces changing state does not constitutei

,a safety problem.

E. High pressure Coolant Injection System

The ESF signals originating from the HPCI system are tabulated below:
ESF Signal

Device Number

Steam Line High Differential Press dpIS-23-76, 77
-

S, team Line Space High Temp TS-23-101A, B, C, and D
- -

TS-23-102A, B, C, and D_

TS-23-103A, B, C, and D
TS-23-104A, B, C, and D

Rupture Discharge High Press PS-23-86A, B, C, and D
Reactor Vessel Low Water Level .LIS-2-3-72A, 728.

' ~

Drywell High Pressure LIS-2-3-79A, -798- -

PS2-10-101 A, B, C, and D
,
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The ESF signals identified from our schematics as originating from the
HPCI system have been verified in response to IE Bulletin No. 80-06.
Several devices could change position,ypon the reset of an ESF signal.

.

Valve 23 75 9FCV-73-30) closes on' receipt of a HPCI auto isolation signal.
Resett;.m is signal could cause the valve to open if a HPCI initiation

; signal and low pump discharge signal are present.
:

Valves 23-57 (FCV-73-27) and 23-58 (FCV-73-26) close on receipt of an HPCI
auto isolation signal. Resetting this signaT could cause the valves to'

open if the suppression chamber level is high or the condensate header
level is low and HPCI steam supply pressure is not low. If 23-57 or 23-58
open upon tset of HPCI auto isolation, valve 23-17 (FCV-73-40) could
change stat if reactor vessel low water level or drywell high pressure
signal is present.

,

The HPCI gland seal condenser blower and the HPCI turbine auxiliary oil'
pump start on receipt of a HPCI initiation signal. These devices will
stop if that signal is reset.

.
-

The turbine trip solenoid (PCV-73-188) energizes upon receipt of an HPCI
auto isolation signal. The. solenoid will de-energize if that signal is
reset.

We have determined that these devices changing state does not constitute
a safety problem.

, F. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
.

The ESF, signals originating from the RCIC system are tabulated below:

ESF Signal Device Number
-

Reactor Vessel Low W' ater Level LIS-2-3-72A, 72B
LIS-2-3-79A, 79B

Steam Line High Differential Press dPIS-13-83, 84
Steam Line Space High Temperature TS-13-79A, B , C, D,

TS-13-80A, B, C, D
TS-13-81 A, B, C, D
TS-13-82A, B, C, D

Rupture Discharge High Pressure PS-13-78A, B, C, D
RCIC Steam Supply Pressure Low PS-13-87A, B~ C, D,

The ESF signals identified from our schematics as originating from
the RCIC system have been verified in response to IE Bulletin No. 80-05.
Two devices could change position upon the reset of an.ESF signal.

. . _
_ _ - - --

Valve 13-27 (FCV-71-34) closes on receipt of a RCIC auto isolation
,

. signal... Resetting this signal could cause the valve to open if the
RCIC initiation signal and pump discharge low pressure signal are pre'sent.

.
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The turbine trip solenoid (XX-71-9) will energize on receipt of an
.

*

RCIC auto isolation signal.
The solenoid will deenergize if thatsignal is reset.

We have determined that these devic ~es changing state does not constit ta safety problem. ue
.
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